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Abstract: Our objective is to practice doing an applied-full design fora
sequential PLC control system.Our project exercise is performing PLC
logic fora4stroke Diesel engine toreplace anexisting cam-shaft &timingbelt control system in real engine. Cam-shaft controls all the sequence of
opening/closing of intake&exhaustvalves and fuel injection process also
to ensure efficient&safe operation of engine. Our designrequired to fully
understandtypes, parts, operation cycle& speed control of Diesel engine.
Different specific sequential steps in actual Diesel cycle are defined on a
P-V chart (asseen on fig.below). All thermal/work processes are defined
foreach step. Requirementsfor eachvalve actionrelative to both T.D.C.&
B.D.C. positions are determined. Timing of fuel injection process is also
examined to simulate having variable rpm speed as in real Diesel engine.
Control Part: PLClogicrequires todefineall input/output signals existing
in a system. The P-Vchart is also used to define variousconditions of all
I/O transitions between all cycle steps (as seen on fig.below).We defined
also all number of input sensors&output actuators needed to replace the
cam-shaft &timing-belt jobs to run one-cylinder only (as is the scope of
our exercise). One solenoid actuated-spring return hydraulic cylinder is
used to open/close each of intake/exhaust valves. To implement our PLC
control system design, a detailed SFC (sequential function/flow chart) is
drawn.The SFCdefined all control steps in addition to all the transition
conditions existing before & after each step to prevent a signal trapping
during the system operation. Educational/training PLC software (called
TRiLOGI) is used to write the required PLC-LAD program needed to
convert SFCinto functioning logic control system. The simulator section
of TRiLOGI is also used to compile, test&run simulation of the project
complete LAD program. Analysis of simulation results relative to each
input or output signal should assure propercycle performance& having
correct operation of intake/exhaust valves& timing of fuel injection pump.

Major Components of Diesel Engine: To understand
how diesel engine operates, understanding of major
components & how they work together is necessary as
seen on fig.2 for 4-stroke, supercharged, diesel engine
with inlet ports and exhaust valves.

How Does Diesel Engine Work? (as on above fig.) 1.Intake valve opens up to get air into cylinder.
2.Compression: piston moves back up and compresses trapped air. 3. Fuel injection: As piston reaches
TDC, fuel is injected into cylinder. 4.Combustion: At just right moment, fuel is self ignited by heat from
compression, forcing piston back down to BDC. 5.Exhaust: piston moves up to TDC, pushing exhaust
gases created from combustion out of exhaust valve.

Hydraulic circuit: In the electrical
actuation of a hydraulic valve, the
necessary actuating force is obtained
electrically with the help of a solenoid.
The off-centre core of the solenoid
coil is pulled towards the centre of the
coil when the electric current is passed
through it. This discrete movement of
the core is used to actuate the solenoid
valve. The solenoid valve in an
electro-hydraulic system acts as an
interface between the hydraulic part
and the electrical part of the system.

